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Motorhome add-on
The separate figures cannot be swallowed and offer loads of fun in combination with the 
freely movable table. There is even a flap on the inside that can be opened for storage 
space. It’s completely clever and well-designed.
approx. 27 x 15 x 17.5 cm
art.-no. 1854

CombiCar - trailer 
incl. trailing couppling
After a visual makeover, our trailer is back in the range 
and fits to all CombiCar sit-on vehicles. It’s up to the 
driver whether to transport building blocks, dolls and 
cuddly animals or even “real” little passengers. It offers 
plenty of cargo space. Unloading is done through the rear 
flap without tilt function. The child-friendly flap slides up 
easily for unloading. 
The premium quality of the beechwood and steel axles 
is the same as that of the ride-on vehicles… 
approx. 49 x 25 x 31 cm
art.-no. 2665

Made in 
Germany

In tune with the current camping trend, we present our creative add-ons incl. nic figure and removable table. 
The solid beechwood enables optimal stability. The little holidaymakers can thus sit on it without any worries and 
combine it with the long basic model to race off on holiday on their own.

    CombiCar 
with steering wheel, horn + headlights, 
incl. trailer!!! 

PIIEPS!

It ’s time to go on a creamobil holiday!WOW

Rolling rattle
Securely attached gaily coloured beads produce 
a nice rattling sound when the wheel is rolled. 
Due to the large diameter of the outer discs 
(7 cm each), the wheel rolls stably and also 
encourages observation skills.
art.-no. 61310.1

nicBio – 
naturally and harmoniously in balance with nature

Sustainability is our connection and commitment. Not because it is an ever-gro-
wing trend. For over 12 years, we have been continuously developing our naturally 
stained wooden bio toys, specifically because sustainability is a fundamental part 
of our philosophy.
The natural surfaces are preserved by applying substances that include lemon peel 
oils, natural resins or plant dyes. In regard to selecting wood, we place particular 
emphasis on sustainable cultivation. 

Wooden toys that are not just perky, playful and colourful – this year, they’re even heavenly! 
We use high-quality maple and beech woods in our Walter range in renowned nic quality, 
see for yourself:

Dummy chain, natural incl. clip fastener
The beads strung on the cotton cord are untreated and underscore the 
diversity in terms of natural shades of various types of beechwood.
Length approx. 24 cm
art.-no. 61140.1

The total length when not extended is approx. 
33 - 34 cm. To hang, use the red elastic cord 
incl. wooden clip. The elastic cord is also on 

the hands and feet, which creates a great play 
effect when you pull them. The ring, made of 
fine maple wood, can be grasped and shaken. 
Naturally, the little flock of angels should not 

be without a little bell…
Devout and yet colourful + fun. Fitted with 

soft felt and the very best woods, our angels 
watch over and protect little adventurers in 

playpens, baby carriers and prams.

Guardian angel, 
blue 
incl. wooden clip
art.-no. 61113

Swaying ladybug 
The new ladybird is cuddly and lively as it wiggles back and forth. 
Not one for lying down, it usually prefers to stand up. 
It swings and dances merrily in children’s rooms.
approx. 9.5 cm long
art.-no. 61554

Guardian angel, 
light blue 
incl. wooden clip
art.-no. 61116

Threaded shapes
Shapes on the cord to thread 
through the cut-outs. It might 
look simple to eager tinkerers, 
but it’s a real motoric challenge. 
The 4 shapes are securely attached 
and thus will never get lost.
Disc diameter approx. 10 cm
art.-no. 64586.1 With a flap that opens!

In combination with 
Basic model, long 
(art.-no. 1815)

In combination 
with Two-wheel 
tractor, long 
(art.-no. 1846) 
to make a 
motorhome

CombiCar - vehicle 
(base + steering wheel essay) 
The basic vehicle (undercarriage) has been known 
for decades as a high-quality ride-on vehicle with 
steel axles and wooden wheels incl. PE tyres that run 
almost silently. Now our robust beechwood CombiCar 
has taken a big step towards becoming a “car”: 
with cleverly designed steering wheel, ideally suited 
for toddlers to grasp inside and out, a “beeping” horn 
and the strikingly designed headlights. It’s sure to turn 
heads on the play street! 
The steering wheel attachment is securely fastened 
by means of the green CombiCar connecting pin.
approx. 52 x 19 x 49.5 cm, seat height: approx. 27 cm
art.-no. 2670
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Playing blocks spring
12 colourful limewood blocks
In a wooden box: 
22.5 x 22.5 x 7.5 cm
art.-no. 523400 

Playing blocks summer
12 colourful limewood blocks
In a wooden box: 
22.5 x 22.5 x 7.5 cm
art.-no. 523401 

Playing blocks autumn
12 colourful limewood blocks
In a wooden box: 
22.5 x 22.5 x 7.5 cm
art.-no. 523402 

Playing blocks winter
12 colourful limewood blocks
In a wooden box: 
22.5 x 22.5 x 7.5 cm
art.-no. 523403 

Branch wood bricks incl. cotton net
A variety of approx. 34 natural log blocks, 
rounded and pounded on the sides. 
art.-no. 523398

Loaf pan, black
Length 15 cm, Width 9 cm
PU 3 pcs.
art.-no. 530405 

Springform pan incl. 2 bases, black
Diameter 16 cm
PU 3 pcs.
art.-no. 530406 

Ghosts sponge cake mould
30 x 23 x 2.5 cm
PU 2 pcs.
art.-no. 530461 

Jack O’ Lanterns sponge cake mould
37 x 24 x 2.5 cm
PU 2 pcs.
art.-no. 530462 

Santa
Length 13 cm
PU 5 pcs.
art.-no. 530464

Snowman
Length 11.5 cm
PU 5 pcs.
art.-no. 530465

Fishing boat 
The limewood barge sails through the waters and is on the 
lookout for “little fish”. Sinking is impossible – the boat is 
robust and keeps smoothly afloat on the water.
18 x 8.5 x 12 cm
art.-no. 526420 

Pirate ship
Aaaarggh!!!! The sail is hoisted and the booty is snatched. 
The red/black stained limewood surfaces and the child-friendly 
printed sail make for piracy that is authentic but not scary. 
There’s no chance of this boat sinking either!
23 x 11.5 x 18.5 cm
art.-no. 526418

Glitter treasure incl. treasure trove
The treasure is found… the 100 colourful acrylic stones, in both 
round and oval shapes, inspire all kinds of creativity. Embellish + 
decorate. Whether on building blocks, floors, play carpets, 
mum’s windowsill and table or the children’s birthday celebration 
table. There are so many possibilities!!! The imaginative designs 
not only captivate young creative minds, and the great treasure 
chest can provide inspiration for role-playing. 
Even older children enjoy creating unique sparkling patterns.
11.5 x 10.5 x 3.5 cm
art.-no. 525194

Horse reins made by premium leather
With real leather reins through the house, down the block, into the garden and everywhere else 
where “horses” are allowed. Our ingenious horse harness is not only renowned for its premium 
material, which is actually sourced in Southern Germany and undergoes an eco-friendly tan-
ning process there. We also offer the unique experience that even 2 riders can steer and tame 
the wild horse. Releasing the 2 brass press studs on the bridle immediately gives you 2 reins 
to hold. One rider on the right, one on the left, and you’re off. During the dressage break, the 
horse can even be easily tethered for a rest by closing the reins. If the horse gets caught in the 
bushes afterwards, the carrying strap can be opened completely at the left end by releasing the 
press stud. By using the second press stud, which is somewhat higher up, the rein can be made 
one size smaller. 
Of course, the big bell is a must! And they’re off…
art.-no. 536030

Different spinning techniques and skill help create a wide variety of patterns. Even children as young as 3 years old can at 
least manage slow spins. In addition, the lightweight birchwood makes very fast and long-lasting spinning movements 
possible with very little practice.

Bright new designs with natural branch wood logs and colourful designs and shapes. With 4 high-quality boxes, 
colour-coordinated to the respective season, we present a new play option that is creativity plus. 
The new limewood playing blocks have rounded and especially curved shapes. They allow you to create landscapes and 
build magnificent and impressive structures. Use your fantasy to create lakes, mountains and cliffs, fields and meadows...
All of them combined even produce the 4 elements…
You’ll be amazed:

…and here is the natural addition 
 to the new product range, 
 produced from hazelnut bushes:

4 brand new biscuit moulds made of tinplate are now available in addition to 2 traditional baking tins, which have been 
upgraded in terms of material quality (non-stick coating). 
All moulds can actually be used for “real” baking and are safe to use in a hot oven.

Aworld of colourful shapes –
natural and for the first time with wavy cu rves

Made in 
Southern Germany

Spinning top diameter approx. 12 cm, 
material thickness approx. 1 cm
incl. 18 sparkling acrylic jewels

Fantasy spinning top 
art.-no. 525050

Star spinning top
art.-no. 525051

It can also be used 
as a lead!

Glückskäfer on the high seas
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“Spin me slow, fast, easy or hard –
     my luminous jewels will inspire you!”
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Of course we also cooked up something
  for our dear children s household...

Sensational – 
horse reins made of genuine, 
vegetable tanned leather!!! Giddy up 

 and off you   

gallop


